P is the total gas pressure and r is the radial distance to the center of the protosun.
For a gas of density p, the radial correction to the central acceleration is, by the classical formula,
Note that in equation
(1) the sign is reversed from that for stellar interiors because the gas in the nebula is held in radial equilibrium by its
" .-.;?'.' !'2":_'"_:_',:; .-":_.::/;":?," " FORCE ON GAS In ease B, where b>>T_/2*r, the much larger grain or planetesimal will experience a tangential drag or an accelerating force at velocity _-_AV and slowly spiral radially in or out with respect to the rotating system of gas according to the modified equations of motion in a central force.
EQUATIONS OF MOTION
Case A._Grains carried along with the gas, te<<T_/2_r. The relative velocity v of the grain in the gas is smaller than AV and very much smaller than the speed of sound. Thus, ca.se A divides into only two subcases: ease A1, when the mean free path L is larger than the particle radius s, requiring
Epstein's law (eqs. (7), (7'), and (8) (8))
where Ag is given by eq.
(1) for a radial pressure gradient in the gas or by the effect of a radiM acceleration on the gas from some other source such as a magnetic fidd.
Case A2. v<<_, L <_s, and te<<T_/2_r . Here the terminal radial speed of the grain is derived from Stokes' law (eqs. (6'a) and (8)), so that
where n is the viscosity of the gas.
Equation (10) is independent of the gas density so long as L<s and holds fairly well to Re= 10 and within a factor of 3 to R_= I0 _. (2), (3), (5) and (8).
The appropriate expression for t_ can be chosen from equation (6'a), (6'b), or (6'c), depending on the value of R_ for v= AV (eqs. (5) and (4)). at r = 25 AU, with a typical density in the plane of 10 -n'4 g cm-3, T= 55°K, P = 10 -2-1 dyn cm -_, giving a total areal density across the plane of (5) becomes R_= 10 -_._ s (era), so that we are in the realm of Epstein's and Stokes' laws of drag up to "eonmtesimals" of radius 100 m or larger at great solar distances.
Correspondingly, the mean free path of the gas molecules is of the order of 1 m or more so that little error is made in applying Epstein's law up to perhaps s= 10 m, while to about the same limit the diffusion slowing of the accretion rate by the second term of equation (13) Suppose, for illustration, that the gas pressure doubles in 1 AU toward the Sun so that dP/dr= 
